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Synchronizing today’s global supply chains require a comprehensive trade
management solution, something that’s difficult to achieve with manual
processes, and outdated systems. With continually changing regulatory and
trade agreements and updates to your suppliers and products, inefficient
management of your global trade processes may cause delays and penalties
that can be costly for your business. Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud
makes it easy, fast, and affordable to modernize your trade management
capabilities, mitigate risk, and optimize your landed costs. It offers
stakeholders with compliance visibility and control they need throughout the
shipment process.

“We knew we wanted to be
cloud-based because it has the
advantages of no up-front
investment and rapid
deployment. We also wanted to
take a fresh look at our
business processes. With so
much going on at once, we
needed an out-of-the-box global
trade management solution
with minimal risk.”
Sree Vaidyanathan
Vice President of IT, Lumentum

TOMORROW ’S GLOBAL TRADE MANAGEMENT, TODAY

Global Trade Best Practices

Orders and shipments, customs and regulations, trade agreements—these activities are the bedrock of
international commerce. Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud can optimize the movement of goods,
with lower costs and greater accuracy, across all transportation modes in any country.

• Screening: Reduce risk by
properly screening transactions
against government lists for both
imports and exports.

Using an integrated logistics framework, you can achieve complete visibility and control over orders and
shipments, extending cutting-edge trade practices throughout your organization. It streamlines crossborder trade practices by allowing stakeholders to exchange trade data and share milestones. Oracle
helps you connect all your customs and compliance processes into the physical flow of goods as you
establish a global network of shipping partners.
•
•
•

•
•
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Screen your master data, sales or purchase orders, internal moves, shipments, and any other
transaction type for denied parties, embargoes, or sanctions
Verify necessary licenses and other regulatory requirements, including inspections, customs, and
corporate trade controls for your shipments
Create and manage campaigns soliciting data and documents from businesses in support of
trade compliance and customs processes. These campaigns can include country of origin,
certificate management associated with trade agreements, and other reduced duty programs
Produce commercial shipment documents and electronic filings you need to clear customs and
collaborate with trading partners
Built-in analytics enable you to see trends and spot problems so you can continually measure
and improve performance
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• Compliance: Manage the legal,
regulatory, and corporate
complexities of cross-border
transactions.
• Customs: Simplify global
customs filings and communicate
accurately with authorities and
trading partners on cross-border
transactions.
• Intelligence: Monitor key
performance indicators and
bridge the gap from analysis to
action.
• Fiscal Control: Gain financial
visibility into your extended
supply chain, including
transportation costs and related
fees, insurance, duties, and
taxes.

STAY UPDATED DESPITE CHANGING REGULATIONS
Global trade is an ideal domain to move to the cloud due to the constant need to share current information
from a centralized source. Companies with advanced trade operations must continually refresh data and
classify product codes, then distribute that information to partners. Oracle handles these updates and
maintains current information in the cloud, so it is accessible to all authorized parties, which means each
trading partner doesn’t have to upload product classification and/or commerce documents.
For example, if you are working with a specific country, you might license the use of a product for only that
country. However, as soon as you have completed that negotiation, you may acquire some new business
or subsidiary, which presents a completely new set of countries for which you need classification codes,
product codes, and restrictive product screening lists. There is a whole host of content and communication
associated with these activities.
•
•
•

Centrally manage global trade operations
Optimize, automate, and monitor cross-border transactions
Enjoy greater visibility into orders and shipments

STREAMLINE COMPLIANCE PROCESSES AND DOCUMENTATION
Compliance officers appreciate the solution’s robust trade compliance functionality, which makes it easy to
manage licensing, exceptions, and other government requirements. Authorized users can classify goods
for each pertinent country. With a few clicks, they can preview tariff duties and tax rates and prescreen all
parties for unforeseen sanctions and embargoes.
•

•

•
•

Streamline government customs processes so goods are not held up in transit by unexpected
entry procedures. The system helps you identify, capture, and valuate the shipment data
required for entry into each international market.
Create, revise, and track the documents you need to clear customs through an embedded
document management system. Easily share documents and exchange data with freight
forwarders, customers, and brokers.
Manage campaigns soliciting documents in support of trade compliance and customs processes.
Embedded analytics allow you to see all your trade information from any device.

How Healthy is your Global
Trade Management System?
• Does your organization suffer
from a lack of cross-functional
trade visibility and internal trade
controls?
• Is it difficult to make informed
decisions related to trade?
• Do manual processes result in
costly delays or expose your
organization to unnecessary
risk?
• Do you have a single cohesive
system to manage all your
customs and trade compliance
needs?
• Do you have embedded
analytics to guide and
troubleshoot your daily trade
operations?
• Are you sure your international
shipments are compliant, and not
exposing your company to
unnecessary risk?

MAXIMIZE VALUE, MINIMIZE RISK
Oracle’s cloud-based global trade management solution can be configured to meet your unique needs,
allowing you to achieve maximum value with minimal risk. This solution spans a broad spectrum of
customs and compliance processes, for all modes and locations. Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud
is quick to deploy and simple to use. Most customers are live and transacting business within weeks.
Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud is designed for rapid deployment with minimal investment, so
you can run your business more efficiently. Subscription-based payment terms eliminate the need for a
significant up-front capital investment, and allow your IT resources to focus on value-added tasks.
FIRST BEST-IN-CLASS 100% CLOUD LOGISTICS SOLUTION
Companies using Oracle’s Logistics Cloud solution, which includes Oracle Transportation Management
Cloud, Oracle Global Trade Management Cloud and Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud, can now
manage, track and visualize inventory across fulfillment centers, 3PLs, store shelves and inventory intransit with real-time data. Companies will gain inventory velocity and reduce fulfillment costs by
connecting networks in real-time and can move from a flat supply chain approach to a multi-dimensional
network approach allowing them to adapt to ever-changing marketplace conditions.
For more information, visit oracle.com/scm.
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